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Disclamer
Disclaimer 2 UNBLOCKED reports are not, or should be 
considered, an “endorsement” or “disapproval” of any 
particular project or team. These reports are not, nor should be 
considered, an indication of the economics or value of any 
“product” or “asset” created by any team. UNBLOCKED do not 
cover testing or auditing the integration with external contract 
or services (such as OpenZeppelin, Uniswap, PancakeSwap 
etc’...)



UNBLOCKED Audits do not provide any warranty or guarantee 
regarding the absolute bug-free nature of the technology 
analyzed, nor do they provide any indication of the technology 
proprietors. UNBLOCKED Audits should not be used in any way 
to make decisions around investment or involvement with any 
particular project. These reports in no way provide investment 
advice, nor should be leveraged as investment advice of any 
sort. UNBLOCKED Reports represent an extensive auditing 
process intending to help our customers increase the quality of 
their code while reducing the high level of risk presented by 
cryptographic tokens and blockchain technology. 



Blockchain technology and cryptographic assets present a 
high level of ongoing risk. UNBLOCKED’s position is that each 
company and individual are responsible for their own due 
diligence and continuous security. UNBLOCKED in no way 
claims any guarantee of security or functionality of the 
technology we agree to analyze
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Introduction

Throughout the review process, care was taken to evaluate the 
repository for security-related issues, code quality, and 
adherence to specification and best practices. To do so, 
reviewed line-by-line by our team, documenting any issues as 
there were discovered. 



 



To ensure the correct version of the audited code, each file was 
hashed using the SHA256 hash function. The different hashes of 
the smart contracts audited are the following:

Scope

 SpotizCollection.sol 


 SaleConfigurationStandard.sol 


 HasRoyalties.sol 


 WhitelistingStandard.sol 


 deployMainnet.ts 


a8ad64983fd19e9adc290f291a91843ab426a1a32b619c948aab4a0092a320f6

854e9d3c6615bb95386988d42ff2e71c7bdfa89033cc71cc064183 18e631b6d3



5d6095fc1ac90710fe9338360d224d56cc16f64a351fc92a11903ca f9ef541b2

fb256d2dc632197a7ea0f41b9baa00c0e1942c6649cc0fa08cd44 d5f51ab281e

83b0fe326a656fab35f0ead6392b9afd6cd873b359fdc669739e1 f968b96a518
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Some libraries of opensea, chainlink and openZeppelin have 
been used. They are already audited, so this is out of the scope.



The auditing process follows a routine series of steps 

 Compilatio
 Manuel Revie
 MythX Static Analysi
 Code Style and best practices revie
 Test
 Initialization script when deploying the smar contrac
 TO BE VALIDATED BEFORE LAUNCH
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The specifications of smart contracts were based on the 
following details :

 

ICO dates : 16/01/2023 12:00 au 20/01/2023 12:00 NFT Total 
Supply : 7000 NF

 Private 1200 NFT ( 250 hf 
 Public 5600 NFT (390chf
 Team 100 NFT
 Advisor 50 NF
 Partners 50 NFT



 Spotiz Cost + Technical dev : Spotiz Holding Wallet 1 
 Treso DAO : Wallet 2



Conditions of passage from private sale to public sal

 Depending on Spotiz marketing strategy. As owner of the 
contract, the Spotiz team can open or close the private sale 
at any time.



Conditions to end the public sal

 Depending on Spotiz marketing strategy. As owner of the 
contract, the Spotiz team can open or close the public sale 
at any time.



2 Wallet
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Compilation

No warnings neither errors was founded.



                issues are objective in nature but are not security 
vulnerabilities. These should be addressed unless there is 
a clear reason not to.

                issues are security vulnerabilities that may not be 
directly exploitable or may require certain conditions in 
order to be exploited. All major issues should be 
addressed.

                issues are directly exploitable security 
vulnerabilities that need to be fixed.

Each issue has an assigned severity :

                  issues are subjective in nature. They are typically 
suggestions around best practices or readability. Code 
maintainers should use their own judgment as to whether to 
address such issues.
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Manual Review

Minor

Medium

Medium

Major

Critical

SpotizCollection.sol

No major/critical issues to mention but some 
recommendations and informations based on client 
specifications.

Minor
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Recommandation

 Function releaseFundsForAddress 

Add an onlyOwner modifier to avoid DOS attacks from bots ! 
Dev team answer This method allows sale’s stakeholders, 
which may not be only the contract’s owner, to have a 
share of primary sale revenues. This is the reason why there 
is any modifier or restriction on who can call this entry point. 
Moreover, there are any storage manipulations extending 
mappings or arrays reachable from this entry point. 
Revenues are sent to an externally owned account so there 
is no way to make a DOS attack.
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Manual Review
 Function balanceOfUser

This function returns an array of token Ids and no the exact 
number of tokens owned by user. Review the naming of the 
function or add (.length) to get the exact number of tokens. 



Dev team answer 



This method is implemented for integration’s purposes. As a 
method's return, we provide an array of token IDs held by an 
user. In other words, it is his item’s balance displayed as an 
array. For the user's balance, in terms of the total amount 
held, please refer to the ERC-721 standard method : 
balanceOf(address user).

 Variable publicSaleHardcap

Initialized by default to unlimited. Need to execute a specific 
function ( ) to set this variable to the correct 
number. We recommend to initialize this variable by default 
to avoid transactions fees. 



Dev team answer



This variable is set to unlimited since there are no 
specifications on the hard cap per user during the sales. 
However we offer the opportunity to review this hard cap 
depending on the Spotiz marketing strategy which could 
evolve overtime.

setPublicSaleHardcap
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Manual Review
 Variable privateSaleHardcap

Not initialized by default. Need to execute a specific function 
 to set this variable. We recommend to 

initialize this variable by default to avoid transactions fees.
(setPrivateSaleHardcap)

 Variable maxPublicSaleMintPerTx

This is not a client specification. This variable is initialized to 
20, is it validated by the client ?



Dev team answer



This variable is not defined by client specification. We set it 
at 20 because of technical limitations due to the gas limit 
per transaction which allows us to mint only 20 items before 
reverting “out of gas” error.


 SaleConfigurationStandard.sol

No critical issues to mention but some recommendations 
and informations based on client specifications. 



Questions to be answered
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Manual Review

 Variable maxPrivateSaleMintPerT

This is not a client specification. This variable is initialized to 
20, is it validated by the client ?

 Variable totalReservedForAirdrop

This variable is initialized to 5800, is it validated by the client ? 



I don’t think ! Her are the specifications :
  Team 100 NFT 
 Advisor 50 NFT
 Partners 50 NFT



=> 

Dev team answer



This variable is set to 5800 in order to cap the allowed amount 
for private sale. We can apply two strategies to mimic a private 
sale with only public sale methods : - we can set the total 
maximum supply dynamically over the two sales. - we can 
reserve a portion of the supply with total supply reserved for the 
airdrop decremented dynamically over the two sales. Finally we 
decided to apply the first strategy to avoid computation errors 
for the Spotiz team when they will set configurations during 
sales. At deployment the totalReservedForAirdrop will be set to 
zero and the Spotiz team will define its value before the airdrop 
planned regarding the specifications


We recommend to initialize these variables by default to 
avoid transactions fees
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 Function setPrivateSaleStatus

 Function setPublicSaleStatus

HasRoyalties.sol

WhitelistingStandard.sol

OK

No critical/major issues to mention but some 
recommendations and informations based on client 
specifications.



Questions to be answere

 How the workflow of whitelisting is working 
 When you are going to use the whitelisting ?



Dev team answer



Private sale : All variables, methods and whitelisting processes 
referring to the private sale could not be used by the Spotiz team 
due to time constraints to integrate the whitelisting process in the 
application's back-end. However, if Spotiz delays its ICO, the 
developer team could provide the implementation allowing them 
to make use of private sale logic in dedicated variables and 
methods. For now, we deliver our product without taking into 
account private sale features. Spotiz team can mimic a private 
sale by using only public sales methods without a whitelisting 
process and managing the maximum total supply dynamically.
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Code Style
Gas Optimization - variables initializations



To avoid waste of the gas fees by calling functions to 
configure the smart contract after deployment, initialize all 
the variables by default especially those 

(based on client specifications) :



NFT Total Suppl
 7000 NFT



HardCap

 Private 1200 NF
 Public 5600 NFT
 

Airdro

 Team 100 NF
 Advisor 50 NF
 Partners 50 NFT
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MythX Static analysis

Tests

0 ISSUE For SpotizCollection.sol
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Tests
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Initizalization Script
deployMainnet.ts

Dev team specification for deployment process

Initialization respect specifications and are visible in the 
deployMainnet.ts script. Primary market revenues and 
secondary market fees will be splitted manually by the Spotiz 
team.

Warning 

 Use the correct addresses for chainlink settings
 After deploying the smart contract, please check the 

transfer of the ownership to the spotiz team
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TO BE VALIDATED 
BEFORE LAUNCH

Before Launch we need a validation of all these points from the 
Spotiz team to validate the audit.

1. Conditions of passage from private sale to public sale

2. Conditions to end the public sale 

3. ICO Dates 

4. Function setPrivateSaleStatus 

5. Function setPublicSaleStatus 

6. Wallets primary market

Based on the deployMainnet.ts script the wallet which will 
receive 100% of the funds is 
0x9956606B6351c0DCfb07A6C6db1cf5e294e7DF12

The split will be done manually by the Spotiz team



7. Secondary market fees



Based on the deployMainnet.ts script the wallet which will 
receive 7% of the secondary fees is 
0x9956606B6351c0DCfb07A6C6db1cf5e294e7DF12
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TO BE VALIDATED 
BEFORE LAUNCH

Disclosure

Before Launch we need a validation of all these points from the 
Spotiz team to validate the audit.

8. Collection details



Based on the deployMainnet.ts script here are the details to be 
validated : 



name = "Spotiz Collection" 

symbol = "SPOT"; 

newMaxTotalSupply = 1200;

The report and the analysis described therein are created 
solely for the client and published with their consent. The scope 
of our review is limited to a review of the Solidity code and only 
the Solidity code that we indicate as part of the scope of our 
review in this report. The Solidity language itself remains under 
development and is subject to unknown risks and defects. The 
review does not extend to the compiler layer, nor to other areas 
beyond Solidity that may present security risks. Cryptographic 
tokens are emerging technologies and carry high levels of 
technical risk and uncertainty.




